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Science?!

For most students Science is worth two GCSE’s. 

For which they will sit 6 exams.

3 x “Paper 1” exams in May 2020. These cover 

the first half of Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 

3 x “Paper 2” exams in June 2020. These cover 

the second half of Biology, Chemistry and 

Physics. 



How do I know when their assessments are and what’s 

going to be in them?

sites.google.co

m/view/wyvern

science/assess

ment-schedule

https://sites.google.com/view/wyvernscience/assessment-schedule


Feedback from a survey we do with 

students at the end of year 10 showed:

Many students spent less than an hour in total 

revising and preparing for the three exam 

papers they sat at the end of last year. 

This is nowhere near enough time. 

Many students were only revising by reading

the revision guide. This doesn’t work. They 

need to cover it up and test themselves and 

then answer practice exams questions. 



Homework
This is really important that students spend quality 

time on this. There is so much to learn.

Combined Science is worth two GCSE’s and 

therefore students need to dedicate an 

appropriate amount of time.

We expect that students should be spending at 

least 1hr 20 mins per week. (that’s only 40mins 

per GCSE)

Home work is revision in various forms and is 

always in two parts, often one learning content 

and the second is testing students on what they 

learnt the week before. 



For example, if your child is in yr11 then this 

is their homework for this week and next

Task 1:   Complete Key Knowledge revision on 

‘Forces II'.                                                                                                                           

Task 2:  Test on ScienceSurgery.com on 'Forces'. 

Task 1:  Complete Key Knowledge revision on 

ScienceSurgery.com on 'Waves and magnets'.

Task 2:  Key Knowledge test on ScienceSurgery.com 

on 'Forces II'. 



Arrr wait, our internet, computer is non-existent / 

slow

Don’t worry, students have access to computer 

in the library before school, lunchtime and after 

school.

Students can come to science any day Tue-Fri 

and do it then!

 Many students are completing 

their homework on their 

phones. This isn’t ideal as the 

screens are too small and they 

can’t view all the options in 

one go to compare against. 



Isn’t this a cop out?
We don’t think so. The site can provide them with 

instant feedback (rather than days later). There are 

support videos available with that homework task and 

both students and teachers can track strengths and 

weaknesses making revision more targeted.



Not all home learning is online
We also set regular exam questions that 

and for yr11 we’ll be setting past papers.

Complete worksheet with exam 

Q's on Specific Heat Capacity



Revision

Weekly homework will only cover a small fraction of 

what students need to learn. 

We’ve created a revision timetable for those who want 

to start early.

Not just reading the revision guide, students must 

practice!

Science surgery: MCQs, calculation Qs, videos

Revision guides

Wyvern revision website: Practice exam Qs topic by 

topic and past papers, with mark schemes

Their folders (all past assessments are in here)



Where to start?

Identifying a students weaker areas is 

good point rather than just the start of the 

revision guide



Every past paper should have a diagnostic breakdown grid to 

enable students to see which areas that are strong in and which 

areas need revising.

This shows you the skill

This shows 

in diagram 

format how 

your 

answers 

compare to 

the class

The exam 

is broken 

up into the 

topics and 

skills



Reports that students can view at any time and set 

personalised revision tasks based on their specific 

weaknesses (and turn those colour all green!).





Videos for pupils weak areas, specific to 

their syllabus (unlike general youtube)



Wyvern revision website

Type in “wyvern science” into google:

https://sites.google.com/view/wyvernscience

/assessment-schedule

This will help with homework AND has lots 

of extra resources to use for revision 

throughout KS4

https://sites.google.com/view/wyvernscience/assessment-schedule


Practice exam Qs by topic



Past and specimen papers are 

available for pupils to do



Revision resources
Must know questions

Booster packs

Key words, cue cards and Exam questions



Where to find the information

Revision guides - all students should already have one if   

not they are available from the finance office for £5.50 (triple £2.75   

for each book)

Workbook – available for £5.50 from finance (triple £2.75 for each 

book)

Exam papers – available for £2.75 from finance 

Your child's science book & Folder

Your teacher – if your child needs help make 

sure they seek it

Wyvern science revision website – full of useful 

resources, videos, questions revision cards etc

BBC bitesize – this is okay but doesn’t always have the detail 

required for a grade 4

https://sites.google.com/view/wyvernscience/home
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/aqa


Revision timetable on top of 

homework being set



Revision for required practicals

Ideal if your child 

has missed the 

required practical in 

lesson, or to recap 

in video format 

closer to the exams

Exam questions based on 

science skills and set 

required practical's with 

markschemes to self 

complete



What are we doing?

Support sessions are available any day Tue-Fri 

if students struggle with anything.

A homework club every Tue-Fri.

Providing students with challenge in class that 

we expect students to rise to. 

Providing revision and support materials via our 

revision website



How to tackle questions. Here’s an example of 

how we model it.

BURGIng the Q

You need to BOX the command word

UNDERLINE key aspects of the question 

(doesn’t mean all of it!)

RING the data, circle all numbers in the 

question

GO BACK over and reread the question



NB annotating in the exam…



Ring the data too, this will be very useful 

when it comes to calculation questions



Common mistakes/not being 

specific enough
Describe the graph

“It goes up”.

“As light intensity increases so 

does the rate photosynthesis.”





Read the question!!



Confidence!


